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Lesson 1: Rule of Thirds

The Rule of Thirds (ROTs) is a guideline for photo composition. Key word there is GUIDELINE -- you can
produce stellar work ignoring the ROTs, but, generally, if you follow the ROTs, you'll have a decent picture to

start with.

How does the ROTs work? It's simple. Picture your frame sliced into thirds (both vertically and
horizontally). Something like this:

Now you have 9 neat little boxes, but they are not the important parts...the LINES are the important parts.
You want KEY elements of your photograph to fall along those lines...or, better yet, where the lines intersect.

The 4 magic spots where the lines intersect are called POWER POINTS!

Aesthetically speaking, if you place your subject on one of these power points, you will have a very nice image.
Many beginner photographers make the BULLSEYE mistake. They always place their subject in the dead

center of the frame...and it's just not as interesting to look at (usually).
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So, how do you use the ROTs?

There are several ways to use the ROTs. Here they are:

1.  Place key elements in power point positions.

Examples:

 

2. Place key elements along horizontal lines (most often used with landscape photography).

Examples:

3. Place key elements on vertical lines (often useful w/ people).

Examples:
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That's pretty much the gist of it. It's really simple. You can, of course, combine the three "rules" - and nail your
subject in a power point while setting the horizon on a horizontal line, etc. 

This image almost nails all three rules at once. The top horizontal line does line up with the rocks, but it would
have been even better if the line traced the horizon. Also, on an editing note, the picutre is "straight out of the

camear" - the dress is blown out, but could probably be saved during the diting process.
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Here are a few Nesties that I admire for their brilliant use of the ROTs!

Houndbaby:

MrsJeffsWife28:

PinkBubbles:

J+O:
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